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RANGE OF MOBILE LIGHTING TOWERS AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR RENTAL 
In addition to the PR4000, the PR8000 and PR2000 models are available for 
sale and rental Australia wide. The PR8000 is designed specifically for mining 
and maximum light output applications, producing up to 24,500m2 of light, 
utilising 4x2000w Metal Halide lights mounted to a fully hydraulic vertical mast. 
Hydraulic stabiliser legs and light tilt capabilities are also standard features.

SUPER BRIGHT LIGHT ILLUMINATION
Illuminates a wide work area with 360⁰ directional lighting and electric light 
tilt feature, utilising 4x1000w Metal Halide lamps. 

COST SAVINGS
Eliminates breakdowns such as broken cables, winches, etc, reducing 
downtime and operator time and improving productivity.  

LOW MAINTENANCE
Manufactured and designed to European and Australian Standards, the 
PR4000 is a low maintenance mobile lighting tower, with easily accessible key 
components including engine, alternator, electrics and hydraulics.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Complies with Australian Standards and has certified wind stability to 
110km/h. Eliminates the danger of the mast collapsing from a height of 9m 
(No mast safety pins required). In addition, sight level indicators ensure safe 
positioning of the lighting tower, while the four wind down stabiliser legs 
provide added stability.

INNOVATIVE RUGGED DESIGN
An innovative, compact and rugged design, manufactured to meet Australian 
Standards. The PR4000 also has a long range (116litre) fuel tank for up to 
89hrs of operating run time.

EASY TO TRANSPORT
A compact and lightweight design makes the PR4000 easy to transport and 
manoeuvre on a work site. Adjustable towbar feature, enables multiple units 
to be transported on a flatbed truck, reducing transport costs.

ENVIRONMENTAL
The PR4000 is fully bunded preventing fluid spills and sound attenuated 
reducing noise levels to as low as 62dBA@7m*. An Auto Start/Stop Shutdown 
option is available to automatically switch lights on and off according to light 
sensitivity, reducing fuel consumption and emissions by up to 30%.

The PR4000 Super Silent, Fully Hydraulic Mobile Lighting Tower, is 
avaliable for sale and rental Australia wide. 

Packed with a range of superior benefits, the PR4000 is ideal for use 
in civil works, construction, road works and mining applications.

* Noise levels as low as 58dBA@7m can also be achieved if required
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